
 
Across 
2. ___ blending happens from 4 reasons 
4. civilization of Cent. Mexico, at Tenochtitlan 
7. belief that spirits in natural world play role in daily life 
12. 2nd of the 3 great trade empires of West Africa 
15. 'ones with power', the word for rulers of Muslim states 
16. ___ and spice = goods Europeans wanted from China/India 
17. grassy plain 
18. this increased in China, due to improved nutrition 
20. reasons for cult. blending: ___, conquest, religion, migration 
21. their migration influenced much of Sub-Saharan Africa 
22. Part of N. Africa, the coast of Morocco 
23. last of the 3 great trade empires of West Africa 
25. ____-pull factors (reasons for migration) 
29. West African state and source of bronze plaques 
30. China and Japan both generally preferred this to contact with Europeans 
32. ___ II led the Ottomans at the peak of their power 
34. led Safavids in late 1500s at peak of their power (2 wrds/no space) 
35. traded for gold in West Africa 
36. Mughal ruler who was tolerant about religions 
37. tame animals kept on farms 
Down 
1. empire founded by Osman, the  
    ghazi warrior 
3. mountains where Inca civilization  
     was located 
5. first grown by the Olmec, it was a  
     staple crop in Americas 
6. city conquered by Mehmed II 
8. empire of India with ties back  
     to Mongols 
9. Land at the southern edge of the Sahara 
10. civilization of S. Mexico/Guatemala, etc, w/ many cities 
11. those who travel to new lands to spread a religion 
12. 'middle' America, where Maya & Aztec were 
13. version of Islam that has been in conflict with Shi'a 
14. Chinese admiral, led expedition to India, Africa   
       (2 wrds/no space) 

17. word for 'king' in Persian empire(s) 
19. knotted strings used by Inca for record -keeping  
24. basis for Europeans' (more) powerful weapons 
26. bark-paper book of Ancient Maya 
27. permanent movement of people to a new area 
28. sailing out of sight of land (2 wrds/no space) 
31. first of the 3 great trade empires of West Africa 
33. rhymes w/ Rita, Incan 'tax' in the form of work 
35. trained soldiers who protected Japanese lords 
38. the religion of the Safavid empire in Persia 
39. civilization of western S. America 
40. oldest known city s. of Sahara (2 wrds/no space) 
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